This paper presents backstepping controller design for tracking purpose of nonlinear system. Since the performance of the designed controller depends on the value of control parameters, gravitational search algorithm (GSA) and particle swarm optimization (PSO) techniques are used to optimise these parameters in order to achieve a predefined system performance. The performance is evaluated based on the tracking error between reference input given to the system and the system output. Then, the efficacy of the backstepping controller is verified in simulation environment under various system setup including both the system subjected to external disturbance and without disturbance. The simulation results show that backstepping with particle swarm optimization technique performs better than the similar controller with gravitational search algorithm technique in terms of output response and tracking error.
Introduction
As similar as other control methods, backstepping can be used for tracking and regulating the problem. The backstepping method permits to obtain global stability in the cases when the feedback linearization method only secures local stability [1] . The fundamental concept of backstepping method is introduced in [2, 3] . The backstepping method was used in numerous applications such as flight trajectory control [4] , industrial automation systems, electric machines, nonlinear systems of wind turbine-based power production, and robotic system. It is also shown to be an effective tool in adaptive control design for estimating parameters [5] and optimal control problems. In addition, the observer based on backstepping technique is also designed for force control of electrohydraulic actuator system [6] . This control strategy guarantees the convergence of the tracking error. This control technique is also used as an observer that combined with adaptive and sliding mode controller to control DC servo motor [7] and controller for electrohydraulic active suspension system [8] .
A robust state-feedback controller is designed by employing backstepping design technique such that the system output tracks a given signal and all signals in the closedloop system remain bounded [9] . The backstepping design strategy also used to develop a Lyapunov-based nonlinear controller for a hydraulic servo system which incorporates load, hydraulic, and valve dynamics in the design process [10] . In addition, combination of backstepping with variable structure and adaptive controller for plants with relative degree one is presented using input/output measurements [11] . Switching laws are used to increase robustness to parametric uncertainties and disturbances and improve transient response of the system. Adaptive backstepping is also designed for a kind of servo system in a flight simulator [12] . The controller is developed to overcome the parameter uncertainties and load disturbances in the system. Backstepping is also integrated with adaptive controller in [13] . In this paper, 2 Journal of Applied Mathematics friction is modelled as Lu Gre friction and it is combined with external force. Both of these friction and external force are considered as uncertainties and adaptive scheme is suited to overcome this uncertainties. Backstepping is also used as an adaptive method for strict-feedback nonlinear systems by using multilayered neural networks [14] . The developed control scheme introduced modified Lyapunov function for first-order plant by having a smooth and free-singularity adaptive controller Backstepping controller is designed for position and force tracking of electrohydraulic servos system [15] . In this work, the model of the system is considered as third, fourth and five states and backstepping controller is designed for each of these states. Besides, backstepping is also used in position tracking of an electropneumatic system [16] . It is known that backstepping is suitable for strict feedback system only. However this paper proved that this type of controller can be applied to the type of the system which is not a strict-feedback system. Generally, small scale of helicopter is highly nonlinear, coupled, and sensitive which caused difficulty in controlling task. However, a nonlinear adaptive backstepping control is proposed for this system by focusing vertical flight motion of the system [17] . Backstepping controller is also integrated with sliding mode control technique and is proposed for controlling underactuated systems [18] . In this research, backstepping algorithm helps the system to immune with matched and mismatched uncertainties while sliding mode control provides robustness.
The control parameter of backstepping is very important in order to achieve performance target. Thus, it can be obtained by several methods such as heuristic approach, artificial intelligent technique, and optimization algorithm. Based on heuristic method where at some points the incorporation of desired system performance at design stage is difficult to be integrated. Ye used neural network to find the parameter of backstepping controller in order to improve the tracking performance of mobile robots [19] , while fuzzy logic and least mean square are used for parameter tuning for backstepping controller to stabilize the attitude of quadrotor UAV [20] . Other papers tuned the controller parameters by optimisation techniques. These can be seen when ant colony optimization algorithm is used in [21] . This research used combination of fuzzy logic controller and neural network to acquire parameters of backstepping and ant colony optimization technique is used to attain the best value for parameters of fuzzy neural network. As an approach to ship course control, backstepping is developed with genetic algorithm technique to optimise its parameter [1] . The similar algorithm is also used in designing backstepping for flight control system [22] . Based on reviews, particle swarm optimization (PSO) is the most technique that is applied to be combined with backstepping controller in order to adjust its control parameters [23] [24] [25] [26] [27] . PSO is used to tune backstepping controller for power system stability enhancement [23] . The proposed technique shows that the designed controllers are effective in stabilizing the system under severe contingencies and perform better than conventional power system stabilizers.
PSO is also used for backstepping parameter tuning for maglev transportation system [24] and the online levitated balancing and propulsive positioning of a magnetic-levitation transportation system [25] . The proposed algorithm is proved to be more effective than the standard backstepping control itself. In addition, PSO is also integrated with backstepping technique to design speed controller for permanent magnet synchronous motor based on adaptive law [26] . The parameter of controller is tuned by using PSO. Simulation results show that the controller has robust and good dynamic response. An adaptive backstepping control technique with acceleration feedback is designed in order to reject the uncertainties and external disturbances for Dynamic Positioning System with slowly varying disturbances [27] . In this study, the controller parameters and acceleration feedback parameters are optimized using PSO.
Gravitational search algorithm (GSA) is among the latest optimisation technique and there is no research that combines this technique with backstepping controller. Thus, it is chosen to be assimilated with this controller such that the control parameter is adjusted automatically based on the system requirements. Performance of gravitational search algorithm (GSA) is compared with particle swarm optimization (PSO) technique for optimal tuning of PI controllers dedicated to a class of second-order processes with integral component and variable parameters [28] . The results show that both solutions demonstrate good convergence. GSA is also used to determine the parameters of PID controller for speed and position control of DC motor [29] . Mean squared error (MSE) performance index has been used as an objective function in this work. The effectiveness of proposed method is compared with Ziegler-Nichols method in speed control DC motor. Adaptive gravitational search algorithm is presented for the optimal tuning of fuzzy controlled servo system characterized by second-order models with an integral component and variable parameters [30] . The proposed method results a new generation of Takagi-Sugeno proportional-integral fuzzy controllers with a reduced time constant sensitivity. Besides, the parameters of sensor monitoring selection for each round in a point coverage network had been optimised using GSA [31] . Simulation results show that the method is superior to former algorithms in the aspects of parameters optimization, lifetime increase, and energy consumptions. Fuzzy GSA miner is introduced to develop a novel data mining technique [32] . In the research, fuzzy controller is designed as adaptive control for the gravitational coefficient then Fuzzy-GSA is employed to construct a novel data mining algorithm for classification rule discovery from reference data set.
This research work focused on designing backstepping controller for position tracking of nonlinear system. Electrohydraulic actuator system (EHA) is chosen as numerical example since its position tracking is highly nonlinear [15] . This paper is different with [13] in terms of additional signal as perturbation to the actuator of the system. The control parameters of backstepping controller are then tuned by using gravitational search algorithm (GSA) and particle swarm optimization (PSO) techniques in order to acquire the suitable values of its control parameters for accurate tracking response. GSA is chosen since this technique has never been applied to be integrated with backstepping controller in order Journal of Applied Mathematics 3 to tune its control parameters. Combination of backstepping with PSO has not been applied yet to electrohydraulic actuator system. Besides, PSO has remarkably few parameters to adjust and it has been used for approaches that can be used across a wide range of applications [33] . However, since most of reviews on backstepping assimilate the controller with PSO, the performance of combination of backstepping with GSA is compared with the integration of backstepping with PSO for this system. This is another extra contribution in this research compared to [15] . The performance of the designed controller with these optimization techniques is compared in terms of tracking error. Sum of squared error (SSE) is used as an objective function for both techniques. The effectiveness of the backstepping controller is verified in simulation environment under various system setup including both the system subjected to external disturbance and without disturbance.
Problem Formulation
Consider state-space model of EHA system is given as follows [13] :̇1
1 = displacement of the load (cm), 2 = load velocity (cm/s), 3 = pressure difference 1 − 2 between the cylinder chambers caused by load ( ), = external disturbance given to the system, and * can be constant or time-varying disturbance.
Backstepping controller designed is started with defining error for each state 1 , 2 , and 3 , respectively, as 
Equation ( Case 1 (constant disturbance). Constant value of signal = 10000 is added as perturbation to system actuator. Let the system parameter as shown in Table 1 , by substituting the control signal in (4) to the derivative of (5), the output of the chosen system is proved to be asymptotically stable by having derivative of Lyapunov functions as follows:
Case 2 (step signal as disturbance).
Step input signal is given as an external disturbance, to the system actuator. Repeating similar process as in Case 1, the objective is to design controller for the system such that the closed-loop system is stable.
Case 3 (time-varying signal as disturbance). In order to assure the robustness of the designed controller, external disturbance is replaced with time-varying signal given by
Equivalent steps in the previous cases are replicated in this case to reassure the stability of closed-loop system with the given perturbation.
Case 4 (no disturbance). In this case, = 0. This case is taken as benchmark for other previous cases.
Algorithm
Particle swarm optimization (PSO) algorithm is a population-based search algorithm based on the simulation of the social behaviour of birds within a flock [34] . This algorithm optimizes a problem by having a population of candidate solutions and moving these particles around in the search-space according to simple mathematical formulae over the particle's position and velocity. The particle's movement is influenced by its local best known position and is also guided toward the best known positions in the search-space which are better positions found by other particles. Therefore, the swarm is expected to move toward the best solutions.
Gravitational search algorithm (GSA) is developed by Rashedi et al. [35] based on the law of gravity and mass interactions. In this algorithm, the searcher agents are a collection of masses which interact with each other based on the Newtonian gravity and the laws of motion. Objects are considered as agents. The performance of agents is measured by their masses. They are attracted to each other by the gravity force which causes a global movement of all objects toward the objects with heavier masses. In GSA, each agent has four specifications; position, inertial mass, active gravitational mass, and passive gravitational mass. The position of the mass corresponds to a solution of the problem. Figure 1 illustrates the block diagram of the proposed backstepping controller with PSO or GSA algorithm. This paper is different from [15] in terms of different types of external disturbance given to the system. For all the cases mentioned before, backstepping controller is designed for each case. Instead of using trial and error method as shown in [15] to set the value of control parameters, 1 , 2 , 3 , 1 , 2 , and 3 , this research work applied optimization process as a tool to acquire the suitable value for these parameters so that good tracking performance can be achieved. GSA is chosen to optimize these parameters since combination of backstepping with GSA has not been tried yet. Most reviews on backstepping controller tuned its parameter by using PSO [23] [24] [25] [26] [27] . Therefore, the performance of combination of backstepping with GSA is then compared to integration of similar controller with PSO. The objective is to get good tracking performance with small tracking error.
Simulation Results
The basic GSA parameters are = 10, Bheta = 0.7, and Epsilon = with number of agents, = 10 within iteration, = 20. With similar number of particles, = 10 within same iteration, = 20, basic parameters of PSO is chosen as = = 1.42 and inertia weight, = 0.9. These values are standard values that are always used for these two optimization techniques. The performance of the designed controller with both techniques is compared in terms of tracking error. Sum of squared error (SSE) is used as an objective function. The formula of SSE is given by
where SSE = sum of squared error, = number of iteration, = system output at iteration, and ref = reference input. A good tracking response will give small value of SSE. The effectiveness of the combination of backstepping controller with these two optimization techniques is verified in simulation environment under various system setup including both the system subjected to external disturbance and without disturbance. Nonlinear system chosen in this work which is electrohydraulic actuator (EHA) system is a tracking system. Thus, the aim of control of this system is to have a good tracking of the specified desired position of reference input with small tracking error. The parameter of the testing system is shown in Table 1 [15] . Figure 2 illustrates the system output with respect to reference input given to the system and position tracking error between reference input and system output for each Based on Figure 2 , both the system output at the top of the figure yielded by backstepping-PSO and backstepping-GSA track the reference input given with small error. However, backstepping-GSA produces oscillate output while backstepping-PSO generates smooth tracking response. This oscillation can be seen obviously at each corner of the output yielded by backstepping-GSA. The oscillation also can be seen in the error signal created by backstepping-GSA although the value of tracking error is small and almost zero. This is shown by the bottom graphs in the figure.
Case 1.
Case 2. System output with respect to reference input given and tracking error between system output and reference input for both integration of backstepping with PSO and GSA for this case are illustrated in Figure 3 .
By referring to Figure 3 , when step signal is given as perturbation to the system, the top graphs of the figure show that both backstepping-GSA and backstepping-PSO produce smooth output tracking with respect to reference input given. However, backstepping-GSA generates bigger oscillation in system output compared to previous case. This also can be seen in its tracking error in the bottom graphs since bigger distortion turns out in some parts of the error signal yielded by backstepping-GSA. Integration of backstepping with PSO creates smooth output with zero tracking error.
Case 3. In this case, time-varying signal replaced signal disturbance to the system output. Figure 4 shows system output with respect to reference input given and tracking error between reference input and system output for both incorporation of backstepping with GSA and PSO, respectively.
Similar as previous case, when time-varying signal perturbed the system's actuator, although the system output with backstepping-GSA follows reference input given, there is oscillation when the reference input changes its form. This situation is also can be seen in its tracking error which produces bigger spike and oscillation compared to the output in Case 2. Combination of backstepping with PSO still produces smooth response with zero-tracking error in this case.
Case 4. System without disturbance in this case plays as benchmark for the three other cases. System output with respect to reference input given and its tracking error for each integration of backstepping with GSA and PSO can be seen in Figure 5 .
Without any disturbance given to system's actuator, both assimilation of backstepping with GSA and PSO generate smooth and steady output response with respect to reference input given. The tracking error with these two controllers also zeros. However, based on Figure 5 , there is small distortion in the tracking error of backstepping-GSA caused by changing of shape of the reference input. Performance of chosen system with the designed backstepping controller depends on the control parameters, 1 , 2 , 3 , 1 , 2 , and 3 which are obtained through PSO and GSA techniques. Table 2 revealed the parameters of the designed controller yielded from these two different optimization techniques for each case.
All these control parameters are obtained through PSO and GSA techniques by giving the system tracking error to both algorithms. These algorithms will operate in order to minimize its objective function, SSE. Table 3 explained SSE obtained from each combination of backstepping with PSO and GSA. Based on Table 3 , integration of backstepping with PSO yields smaller SSE as compared to its combination with GSA, although different type of disturbance signal is given to the system's actuator.
Conclusion
In this research work, electrohydraulic actuator system is chosen as an example since its position tracking is highly nonlinear. External force is given as perturbation to the actuator of the system. Different type of signal is given as disturbance to the system. Backstepping controller is designed for the system in simulation environment by considering the system set up with and without disturbance. In the process of designing this controller, several parameters are produced. The determination of these parameters is important in order to obtain good performance of the controller for the system. Particle swarm optimization (PSO) and gravitational search algorithm (GSA) techniques are chosen as a tool to optimise controller parameters. Simulation results show that combination of PSO with backstepping is better than integration of backstepping with GSA. Performance results show that backstepping-PSO produces smooth output response and smaller tracking error compared to backstepping-GSA. Robustness of the designed controller is also tested by giving different type of disturbance signal.
